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BHUTTO ASSASSINATION COVER UP
TIED TO
ISRAELI MOSSAD AND BRITISH MI6
UNELECTABLE HILLARY’S DIRTY FINGERS
By Tom Heneghan
It is NOT a coincidence that MOSSAD asset and UNELECTABLE
Hillary stooge, CNN’s Wolf Blitzer, spent one hour giving lesbian
IN-THE-CLOSET Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton free air time today to
politicize the assassination of former Pakistani Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto.
It can now be reported that the $5 BILLION missing from
the Pakistani Treasury found its way into the coffers of
CitiBank in New York with account numbers tied to none
other than ZIONIST Rupert Murdoch of FOX News.
Most of these account numbers are tied to proprietary
corporations owned by Murdoch with links to none other
than Pakistan.

Reference: Murdoch recently signed a cable TV contract with the
current illegitimate government of Pakistan headed by junta
leader Pervez Musharraf.
Murdoch was just recently in Pakistan two months ago to sign the
deal.
AND, OF COURSE, IT GETS WORSE!
Guess who was just recently in Pakistan at the same time
Murdoch was.
The answer to that folks is none other than MAJOR
MOSSAD agent and unelectable Hillary lesbian IN-THECLOSET’s traveling lesbian lover, Huma Abedin.
Note: Huma Abedin was born in Michigan to parents of
Pakistani and India origin.
Item: It is NOT a coincidence that unelectable CLOSET lesbian
Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton is about to spend up to $8 MILLION to
carpet bomb Iowa’s airwaves with PRO Hillary advertisements in
advance of the January 3rd Iowa caucus.
Reference: Infusion into her campaign from none other
than ZIONIST TRAITOR and Republican Rupert Murdoch of
FOX News. The contribution is disguised as a loan and the
loan is from the Pakistani CitiBank accounts tied to Rupert
Murdoch.
This contribution, i.e. loan, i.e. ILLEGAL gift, is similar to the
interest-free loan that serial rapist and daddy Bush’s little bitch,
Bill Clinton, received from CitiBank on the eve of the New York
Democratic primary in 1992 one week after Bill had lost the
Connecticut primary to then former California Governor Edmund
G. Brown Jr.

P.S. U.S. and French Intelligence sources have now
fingered elements of Israeli MOSSAD and British
Intelligence installing as many as five shooters, two
snipers on a building and three on the ground, involving a
Dealey Plaza-type crossfire that hit the late Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto eight (8) times.
She was hit five times in the neck and three times in the
head.
The suicide bomber was a diversion and the assassination
of Bhutto went according to script following the model of
the assassinations of the late Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat and the late Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
The only ALLEGED Al Qaeda link to the assassination of Bhutto
resides in the tiger cages at the San Francisco zoo.
P.P.S. So, do not believe folks the Pakistani government’s report
that the late Prime Minister Bhutto died from skull fractures.
Remember there has been no autopsy released on the late Prime
Minister’s death.
We all remember how U.S. Naval Intelligence operated and
changed the wounds on President John F. Kennedy’s neck and
head in order to trick the American People to believe the shots
that hits President Kennedy came from the front and not the rear.
So the question is, do the Pakistani Secret Police or the Israeli
MOSSAD or British MI6 operate on skulls?
P.P.P.S. It is now clear that a major objective of the assassination
of former Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto was to help
unelectable Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton in the upcoming Iowa
caucus and to solidify Rupert Murdoch’s cable television contracts
in Pakistan.

Reference: Benazir Bhutto was opposed to Rupert
Murdoch’s control of Pakistani cable television.
One final note: I wonder if Chrissy Pooh Matthews is going to
follow up on his report today that serial rapist Bill Clinton actually
called the mother of the late Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto and
asked Bhutto’s mother to endorse his unelectable CLOSET
lesbian wife Hillary.
How low will they go!
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We wish all the readers of this intelligence briefing

a Blessed, Prosperous and
Peace-filled New Year

